Basic

Preferred

Premium

Pivot Point & Power Inspection

Includes all of the Basic Inspection Plus:

Includes all of the Basic & Preferred Inspections

Pivot Point & Power Inspection

Plus:

Grease pivot point
Drain pivot point
Anchor bolts and chains
Pivot point nuts and bolts for proper tightness
Check running light bulb
Inspect for ground rod at each location
Air pressure for towable pivot tires (if applicable)
Visual inspection for equipment grounding
Electrical inspection, cords, panel, and connections
Properly sized fuses
Proper installation of incoming power wires
Proper operation of contacts on main disconnect
Relays health
Cable conditions

Span & Alignment Inspection
Span Pipe drains/seals
Sand trap maintenance
Booster pump maintenance
Grounding between towers
Check safety switch
Tower box inspections

Tower Drive Train Inspection
Check oil in boxes
Drain water
Expansion chamber inspection
Drive shaft shield condition
Tire air pressure
Grease hubs (if applicable)

Visually inspect pivot contractors for arcing
Inspect collector ring brushes
Inspect condition of riser pipe gasket
Generator belts for proper tension
Running light operation check
Operation of pump shut down circuit

Span & Alignment Inspection

Visual inspection of nuts and bolts of structural members

Controls arms clear of obstacles
Visually inspect tower box contractors and listen
Inspect tower box covers for proper latching
Power cable condition
Inspect system alignment for proper movement
End boom support inspection

Run system, inspect and realign the machine if required

Tower Drive Train Inspection

Inspect gearbox input and output seals
Proper tightness of mounting bolts
Visually inspect center-drive motor seals and listen
Motor lead inspection
Inspect pivot boot
Proper tightness of lug nuts
Inspect towable base beams (if applicable)
Check towable hubs for wear (if applicable)
U-joint inspection
Field stops and auto reverse adjustments if required
Inspect connections in center drive junction box

$75 PER TOWER

$95 PER TOWER

Additional $135 per Swing Arm Corner.

Additional $135 per Swing Arm Corner.

Tower Drive Train Inspection
Replace oil in wheel gear boxes with Sprinkler Lube
1200TM and get a 4 year warranty on gearboxes
(warranty only applies if we can listen to gearboxes
and replace any that are bad)

$265 Per Tower
Call Today!
(620)-585-2434
Or check out our website!
Bullseyeirr.com
Schedule your Preventative Maintenance Program
Inspection by November 1st and you will receive 25%
off all parts used to repair your system. Drive time
and mileage is not included in the program price.
You will see it added in when we send your bill.

103 W Gordon
Inman, KS 67546

